
LAZO
Wall Shelf



Design and inspiration
A special place for your special items: Lazo, meaning bow in Spanish, is a 
charming collection of compact wall shelves providing sophisticated stor-
age for selected objects. For the first time, ames collaborated with designer 
Charlotte Lancelot, who looked at one of the key materials in the ames col-
lection, recycled PVC strings, exploring new ways of using them to craft out-
standing design pieces. She came up with a simple, appealing frame featur-
ing curved corners holding a tight, hand-woven webbing made with cords in 
vibrant colours, creating eye-catching patterns.

Charlotte studied the traditional weaving and braiding techniques the arti-
sans in the Colombian ames ateliers have mastered. In close partnership 
with local craftspeople, she and ames developed a new technique to make 
the intricate structure of the Lazo shelves.

The Lazo shelves come in three sizes, allowing for the models to be mixed 
and matched on the walls to display objects of different sizes. They can be 
mounted to walls in all environments, including bathrooms or spas, as the 
powder-coated metal frame and the PVC strings won’t be affected by hu-
midity.

About the designer
Charlotte Lancelot is a product and textile designer based in Brussels. She 
creates objects that play with abstract shapes, optical illusions, and inno-
vative materials. She studied at the Industrial Department of the Ecole Na-
tionale des Arts Visuels de la Cambre in the Belgian capital. In 2005, she 
started her own studio and was chosen to curate the Milan Design Week 
exhibition by Wallpaper magazine just a year later. Charlotte has worked 
with international brands, including GAN Rug, and has been teaching at the 
National School of Arts ESA St Luc Brussels since 2008.

Product type
Wall Shelf 

Materials
The coloured strings, made  
from recycled PVC, are woven  
by hand around the steel frame,  
using two different colours

Colours
signal blue/honey yellow
olive green/hones yellow
black/signal blue
honey yellow/olive green
black/honey yellow

Country of origin 
Colombia

Place of use
Commercial and 
Residential 

Environment
Indoor and outdoor

Customise product
Please contact 
shop@amesliving.de 
for bespoke versionam
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LAZO
Wall Shelf



Craft and manufacturing
Each Loza shelf is handmade in ames ateliers in the Colombian capital Bo-
gota. The skilled artisans weave the PVC cords by hand around the pow-
der-coated metal frame, using different, complex techniques to create the 
stunning webbing. It takes them four to five days to complete one piece.

Care instructions
Wipe clean with a damp cloth (do not use scratchy materials like a steel 
scourer) and gentle soap. You can also hose them down with water. To pro- 
tect the colours, avoid exposing the product to direct sunlight over long pe-
riods and store indoors during winter. Fitted cover sold separately. If the 
product is exposed to sea air, wipe the frame regularly with a damp cloth.
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LAZO
Wall Shelf

Dimensions (mm)
Small
Height: 250
Width: 250
Depth: 400

Medium
Height: 250
Width: 250
Depth: 800

Large
Height: 250
Width: 250
Depth: 1200

Packaging dimensions
(H × W × D) (mm)
Small
250 × 450 × 450

Medium
250 × 1000 × 25

Large
250 × 1300 × 250

 Item weight (kg)
Small
6

Medium
8

Large
12
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LAZO
Wall Shelf Small

olive green/honey yellow
00AMLSS-2

black/signal blue
00AMLSS-3

honey yellow/olive green
00AMLSS-4

black/honey yellow
00AMLSS-5

signal blue/honey yellow
00AMLSS-1
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LAZO
Wall Shelf Medium
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olive green/honey yellow
00AMLSM-2

black/signal blue
00AMLSM-3

honey yellow/olive green
00AMLSM-4

black/honey yellow
00AMLSM-5

signal blue/honey yellow
00AMLSM-1
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LAZO
Wall Shelf Large
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olive green/honey yellow
00AMLSL-2

black/signal blue
00AMLSL-3

honey yellow/olive green
00AMLSL-4

black/honey yellow
00AMLSL-5

signal blue/honey yellow
00AMLSL-1


